
Features： SSH Activities in Summer

 SSI Science Tour I in Yakushima
August. 19th- 22nd Participants: 1st

Day1: We left Kashiwazaki Station at
we arrived in Tokyo and headed
on the flight until Kagoshima, and then
It was such a long way for us,
lecture on the Nature of Yakushima

Day2: We went on a nature trip to Shirotani Unsui Gorge.
teacher at the center. They taught us about the plants and animals there. The
and we felt as if we were in another world
which is a scene in Miyazaki Hayao
insects.

Day3: We watched sea creatures at Tsukasaki Tide Pool in the morning.
turtle by chance. In the afternoon, we went to see subtropical plants and we could watch many rare plants
that were not in Kashiwazaki. At night, we
lodgings and then we could find the Milky Way and shooting stars in the dark sky.

Day4: We came back safe to Kashiwazaki

Shirotani Unsui Gorge

Tsukasaki Tide Pool

 SSI Advanced Lecture by
Monday. August. 4th Participants: 1st year

e took and examined two topics:
and “the formation of bedforms and its varieties
In the afternoon, we went to see outcrops to Hijirigahana on the

We can see the unique alternation of strata there.

We will report “Research Presentation in Summer and

SSH Activities in Summer Part3

SSI Science Tour I in Yakushima
st year Science & Mathematics course students

tation at 8:27 a.m. and transferred to the Shinkansen at Nagaoka Station. Then
we arrived in Tokyo and headed to Haneda Airport. At 13:35, we left Tokyo for Kagoshima.
on the flight until Kagoshima, and then changed for Yakushima. We finally arrived at

for us, a nine-hour and 1500kilometer journey. When we finished dinner, we took a
lecture on the Nature of Yakushima at the training center.

We went on a nature trip to Shirotani Unsui Gorge. We made 4 groups and each group ha
teacher at the center. They taught us about the plants and animals there. The
and we felt as if we were in another world. One of the most impressive places
which is a scene in Miyazaki Hayao’s movie, Princess Mononoke. At night, we observed the nocturnal

at Tsukasaki Tide Pool in the morning. Everyone was delighted to see a baby
turtle by chance. In the afternoon, we went to see subtropical plants and we could watch many rare plants
that were not in Kashiwazaki. At night, we went on a stargazing trip. We turned off all the lights in our

gs and then we could find the Milky Way and shooting stars in the dark sky.

safe to Kashiwazaki.

Moss Covered Forests

Baby turtle In front of

Advanced Lecture by the Niigata University (geology)
year Science & Mathematics course students

: “the formation of stratums and its gradation”
n of bedforms and its varieties” at our school in the morning.

see outcrops to Hijirigahana on the Yoneyama Coast.
the unique alternation of strata there.

Research Presentation in Summer and An Amazing Experiment” in the next issue.
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kansen at Nagaoka Station. Then
, we left Tokyo for Kagoshima. We stayed

We finally arrived at its airport at 17:30.
journey. When we finished dinner, we took a

made 4 groups and each group had an assistant
teacher at the center. They taught us about the plants and animals there. There was lots of green around

ressive places was “Moss Covered Forest,”
s movie, Princess Mononoke. At night, we observed the nocturnal

Everyone was delighted to see a baby
turtle by chance. In the afternoon, we went to see subtropical plants and we could watch many rare plants

went on a stargazing trip. We turned off all the lights in our
gs and then we could find the Milky Way and shooting stars in the dark sky.

Yakushika (deer)

In front of Ficus Microcarpa

(geology)

Yoneyama Coast.

” in the next issue.

An experiment to form bedforms


